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1/ Prior to June 2016 no-one had heard of Jack
Posobiec.Then in June 2016 out of nowhere, he was
made Director of National Outreach Programs for
"Citizens for Trump" a 3 million plus follower 'grassroots'
organization 
 
@thespybrief 
@LouiseMensch 
 

How This 'Game of Thrones' Blogger Made His Way Into the White House
Within a year, Jack Posobiec reinvented himself from a man who wrote GoT/Trump
fan fiction to a major player covering the president for the right-wing press.

https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/nz85kg/how-this-game-of-thrones-blogger-made-hi…

2/ It is unclear who gave Posobiec that position, or how or why he was plucked from

obscurity for such an important role. We do know that soon after being appointed he

first met Mike Cernovich while Jack was holding a Citizens For Trump event at the

RNC Convention 
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3/ Now the problem with Citizens For Trump is that contrary to being a grass roots

organization, it is actually backed by a LLC & it has made no FEC filings nor is it

registered as a PAC, but it was taking donations during the 2016 election  
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4/ For an unknown like Posobiec his group Citizens For Trump seems to have had

some firepower behind it during the RNC Convention. Roger Stone, Milo

Yiannopoulos & Alex Jones were featured during a rally Citizens For Trump held

during the Convention 
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5/ Citizens For Trump certainly wanted to ensure they made an impact at the RNC

Convention in Cleveland, suing for concessions in order to hold rally's during the

Convention. Interesting to note , Cindy Yang & AsianGOP were also at the

Convention 
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6/ Citizens For Trump is doing some very shady dealings to say the least. At one point

they were employing a staffer who simultaneously worked for a Republican

Congressman. The use of an LLC to handle the money side, seems to contravene FEC

law 
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7/ Posobiec speaks fluent Mandarin & upon graduation lived & worked in China for 2

years. He then immediately joined the Navy becoming an Intel Officer. There was a

Confucius Institute at his university in the US where he honed his Chinese language

skills  
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8/ It's rare for a US born person to be fluent in Mandarin. Of all the roles Jack could

have held or contributed to in the GOP, one would have thought outreach to persons

of Chinese heritage would be a perfect fit, yet he barely acknowledges his language

skills🤔 
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